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All Noun 8s- K 

KABADDIS AABDDIKS KABADDI, tackling sport of South Asia played by two teams [n] 

KABALISM AABIKLMS cabalism (adherence to cabala) [n -S] 

KABALIST AABIKLST cabalist (one who practices cabalism (adherence to cabala)) [n -S] 

KABBALAH AAABBHKL cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n -S] 

KABBALAS AAABBKLS KABBALA, cabala (occult or secret doctrine) [n] 

KABELJOU ABEJKLOU large food fish [n -S] 

KABLOONA AABKLNOO person who is not Inuit [n -S, -T] 

KABOCHAS AABCHKOS KABOCHA, type of Japanese pumpkin or squash [n] 

KABOODLE ABDEKLOO caboodle (collection) [n -S] 

KACHINAS AACHIKNS KACHINA, ancestral spirit [n] 

KAFFIYAH AAFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KAFFIYEH AEFFHIKY large, square kerchief [n -S] 

KAFUFFLE AEFFFKLU disturbance or commotion [n -S] 

KAILYARD AADIKLRY kaleyard (kitchen garden) [n -S] 

KAINITES AEIIKNST KAINITE, mineral salt [n] 

KAISERIN AEIIKNRS kaiser's wife [n -S] 

KAJEPUTS AEJKPSTU KAJEPUT, cajuput (cajeput (Australian tree)) [n] 

KAKEMONO AEKKMNOO Japanese scroll [n -S] 

KAKIEMON AEIKKMNO Japanese porcelain [n -S] 

KAKIVAKS AAIKKKSV KAKIVAK, fish spear used by Inuits [n] 

KALAMATA AAAAKLMT black olive grown in Greece [n -S] 

KALEWIFE AEEFIKLW female vegetable vendor [n -IVES] 

KALEYARD AADEKLRY kitchen garden [n -S] 

KALIFATE AAEFIKLT califate (domain of calif) [n -S] 

KALIMBAS AABIKLMS KALIMBA, African musical instrument [n] 

KALLIDIN ADIIKLLN hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

KALYPTRA AAKLPRTY thin veil [n -S] 

KAMAAINA AAAAIKMN longtime resident of Hawaii [n -S] 

KAMACITE AACEIKMT alloy of nickel and iron [n -S] 

KAMEEZES AEEEKMSZ KAMEEZ, long tunic worn by some people of India [n] 

KAMIKAZE AAEIKKMZ plane to be flown in suicide crash on target [n -S] 

KAMOTIKS AIKKMOST KAMOTIK, komatik (Inuit sledge) [n] 

KAMOTIQS AIKMOQST KAMOTIQ, komatik (Inuit sledge) [n] 

KAMPONGS AGKMNOPS KAMPONG, small village [n] 

KAMSEENS AEEKMNSS KAMSEEN, khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n] 

KANGAROO AAGKNOOR Australian mammal [n -S] 

KANTELES AEEKLNST KANTELE, type of harp [n] 

KAOLIANG AAGIKLNO Asian sorghum [n -S] 

KAOLINES AEIKLNOS KAOLINE, kaolin (fine white clay) [n] 

KARAKULS AAKKLRSU KARAKUL, Asian sheep [n] 

KARAOKES AAEKKORS KARAOKE, musical device to which user sings along [n] 

KAROSSES AEKORSSS KAROSS, African garment [n] 

KARTINGS AGIKNRST KARTING, sport of racing karts [n] 

KARYOTIN AIKNORTY nuclear material of cell [n -S] 

KASHMIRS AHIKMRSS KASHMIR, cashmere (fine wool) [n] 
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KASHRUTH AHHKRSTU Jewish dietary laws [n -S] 

KASHRUTS AHKRSSTU KASHRUT, kashruth (Jewish dietary laws) [n] 

KATAKANA AAAAKKNT Japanese syllabic symbol [n -S] 

KATCHINA AACHIKNT kachina (ancestral spirit) [n -S] 

KATCINAS AACIKNST KATCINA, kachina (ancestral spirit) [n] 

KATHODES ADEHKOST KATHODE, cathode (negatively charged electrode) [n] 

KATHUMPS AHKMPSTU KATHUMP, loud thudding sound [n] 

KATSINAM AAIKMNST KATSINA, kachina (ancestral spirit) [n] 

KATSINAS AAIKNSST KATSINA, kachina (ancestral spirit) [n] 

KATSURAS AAKRSSTU KATSURA, deciduous tree of Japan and China [n] 

KATYDIDS ADDIKSTY KATYDID, grasshopper [n] 

KAVAKAVA AAAAKKVV kava (tropical shrub) [n -S] 

KAVASSES AAEKSSSV KAVASS, Turkish policeman [n] 

KAYAKERS AAEKKRSY KAYAKER, one that rides in kayak [n] 

KAYAKING AAGIKKNY act or skill of managing kayak [n -S] 

KAZACHKI AACHIKKZ KAZACHOK, Russian folk dance [n] 

KAZACHOC AACCHKOZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -S] 

KAZACHOK AACHKKOZ Russian folk dance [n -HKI] 

KAZATSKI AAIKKSTZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -ES] 

KAZATSKY AAKKSTYZ kazachok (Russian folk dance) [n -KIES] 

KEBBOCKS BBCEKKOS KEBBOCK, kebbuck (whole cheese) [n] 

KEBBUCKS BBCEKKSU KEBBUCK, whole cheese [n] 

KEDGEREE DEEEEGKR food in India [n -S] 

KEELAGES AEEEGKLS KEELAGE, amount paid to keep boat in harbor [n] 

KEELBOAT ABEEKLOT freight boat [n -S] 

KEELSONS EEKLNOSS KEELSON, beam in ship [n] 

KEENINGS EEGIKNNS KEENING, act of wailing loudly over dead [n] 

KEENNESS EEEKNNSS sharpness (quality of being sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing)) [n -ES] 

KEEPINGS EEGIKNPS KEEPING, custody (guardianship (state of being guardian (one that guards))) [n] 

KEEPSAKE AEEEKKPS memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -S] 

KEESHOND DEEHKNOS small, heavy-coated dog [n -EN, -S] 

KEESTERS EEEKRSST KEESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

KEFFIYAH AEFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KEFFIYEH EEFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KEGELERS EEEGKLRS KEGELER, kegler (bowler (one that bowls (bowl))) [n] 

KEGLINGS EGGIKLNS KEGLING, bowling (game in which balls are rolled at objects) [n] 

KEIRETSU EEIKRSTU coalition of business groups in Japan [n -S] 

KEISTERS EEIKRSST KEISTER, buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n] 

KEITLOAS AEIKLOST KEITLOA, rhinoceros (perissodactyl of family Rhinocerotidae) [n] 

KELPFISH EFHIKLPS fish that lives among seaweed [n -ES] 

KENDOIST DEIKNOST one skilled in kendo [n -S] 

KENNINGS EGIKNNNS KENNING, metaphorical compound word or phrase [n] 

KENOTRON EKNNOORT type of diode (type of electron tube) [n -S] 

KEPHALIN AEHIKLNP cephalin (bodily chemical) [n -S] 

KERAMICS ACEIKMRS KERAMIC, ceramic (item made of baked clay) [n] 

KERATINS AEIKNRST KERATIN, fibrous protein [n] 
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KERATOMA AAEKMORT skin disease [n -S, -TA] 

KERBSIDE BDEEIKRS curbside (side of pavement bordered by curbing) [n -S] 

KERCHIEF CEEFHIKR cloth worn as head covering [n -S, -EVES] 

KERMESES EEEKMRSS KERMES, red dye [n] 

KERMESSE EEEKMRSS kermis (festival (day or time of celebration)) [n -S] 

KERMISES EEIKMRSS KERMIS, festival (day or time of celebration) [n] 

KERMODES DEEKMORS KERMODE, type of black bear [n] 

KERNINGS EGIKNNRS KERNING, act of forming projecting part of typeface [n] 

KERNITES EEIKNRST KERNITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

KEROGENS EEGKNORS KEROGEN, substance found in shale [n] 

KEROSENE EEEKNORS fuel oil [n -S] 

KEROSINE EEIKNORS kerosene (fuel oil) [n -S] 

KERYGMAS AEGKMRSY KERYGMA, preaching of gospel [n] 

KESTRELS EEKLRSST KESTREL, small falcon [n] 

KETAMINE AEEIKMNT general anesthetic [n -S] 

KETCHUPS CEHKPSTU KETCHUP, spicy tomato sauce [n] 

KEYCARDS ACDEKRSY KEYCARD, coded card for operating device [n] 

KEYFRAME AEEFKMRY frozen image in sequence of animation [n -S] 

KEYHOLES EEHKLOSY KEYHOLE, hole for key [n] 

KEYNOTER EEKNORTY one that keynotes (to deliver main speech at function) [n -S] 

KEYPRESS EEKPRSSY single depression of key on keyset [n -ES] 

KEYSTERS EEKRSSTY KEYSTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 

KEYSTONE EEKNOSTY central stone of arch [n -S] 

KEYWORDS DEKORSWY KEYWORD, significant word [n] 

KHADDARS AADDHKRS KHADDAR, cotton cloth [n] 

KHALIFAS AAFHIKLS KHALIFA, caliph (Muslim leader) [n] 

KHAMSEEN AEEHKMNS khamsin (hot, dry wind) [n -S] 

KHAMSINS AHIKMNSS KHAMSIN, hot, dry wind [n] 

KHANATES AAEHKNST KHANATE, domain of khan [n] 

KHAZENIM AEHIKMNZ KHAZEN, hazzan (hazan (cantor (religious singer))) [n] 

KHEDIVES DEEHIKSV KHEDIVE, Turkish viceroy [n] 

KHIRKAHS AHHIKKRS KHIRKAH, patchwork garment [n] 

KIBITKAS ABIIKKST KIBITKA, type of Russian sled or wagon [n] 

KIBITZER BEIIKRTZ one that kibitzes (to meddle (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern)) [n -S] 

KICKBACK ABCCIKKK strong reaction [n -S] 

KICKBALL ABCIKKLL baseball using inflated ball that is kicked [n -S] 

KICKINGS CGIIKKNS KICKING, act of striking with foot [n] 

KICKOFFS CFFIKKOS KICKOFF, kick that begins play in football [n] 

KICKSHAW ACHIKKSW trifle or trinket [n -S] 

KIDNAPEE ADEEIKNP one that is kidnaped [n -S] 

KIDNAPER ADEIKNPR one that kidnaps (to take person by force and often for ransom) [n -S] 

KIDSKINS DIIKKNSS KIDSKIN, type of leather [n] 

KIELBASA AABEIKLS smoked sausage [n -S, -SI, -SY] 

KIELBASI ABEIIKLS KIELBASA, smoked sausage [n] 

KIELBASY ABEIKLSY KIELBASA, smoked sausage [n] 

KIESTERS EEIKRSST KIESTER, keister (buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump)) [n] 
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KILLDEER DEEIKLLR wading bird [n -S] 

KILLDEES DEEIKLLS KILLDEE, killdeer (wading bird) [n] 

KILLICKS CIIKKLLS KILLICK, small anchor [n] 

KILLINGS GIIKLLNS KILLING, sudden notable success [n] 

KILLJOYS IJKLLOSY KILLJOY, one who spoils fun of others [n] 

KILLOCKS CIKKLLOS KILLOCK, killick (small anchor) [n] 

KILOBARS ABIKLORS KILOBAR, unit of atmospheric pressure [n] 

KILOBASE ABEIKLOS unit of measure of nucleic-acid chain [n -S] 

KILOBAUD ABDIKLOU unit of data transmission speed [n -S] 

KILOBITS BIIKLOST KILOBIT, unit of computer information [n] 

KILOBYTE BEIKLOTY 1,024 bytes [n -S] 

KILOGRAM AGIKLMOR unit of mass and weight [n -S] 

KILOMOLE EIKLLMOO one thousand moles [n -S] 

KILORADS ADIKLORS KILORAD, unit of nuclear radiation [n] 

KILOTONS IKLNOOST KILOTON, unit of weight [n] 

KILOVOLT IKLLOOTV unit of electromotive force [n -S] 

KILOWATT AIKLOTTW unit of power [n -S] 

KILTINGS GIIKLNST KILTING, arrangement of kilt pleats [n] 

KIMCHEES CEEHIKMS KIMCHEE, kimchi (spicy Korean dish of pickled cabbage) [n] 

KINDLERS DEIKLNRS KINDLER, one that kindles (to cause to burn) [n] 

KINDLING DGIIKLNN material that is easily ignited [n -S] 

KINDNESS DEIKNNSS quality of being kind (having gentle, giving nature) [n -ES] 

KINDREDS DDEIKNRS KINDRED, natural grouping [n] 

KINESICS CEIIKNSS study of body motion in relation to communication [n -S] 

KINETICS CEIIKNST branch of science dealing with motion [n -S] 

KINETINS EIIKNNST KINETIN, substance that increases plant growth [n] 

KINFOLKS FIKKLNOS kinfolk (relatives (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage)) [n -S] 

KINGBIRD BDGIIKNR American bird [n -S] 

KINGBOLT BGIKLNOT kingpin (central bolt connecting axle to vehicle) [n -S] 

KINGCUPS CGIKNPSU KINGCUP, marsh plant [n] 

KINGDOMS DGIKMNOS KINGDOM, area ruled by king [n] 

KINGFISH FGHIIKNS marine food fish [n -ES] 

KINGHOOD DGHIKNOO office of king [n -S] 

KINGLETS EGIKLNST KINGLET, king who rules over small area [n] 

KINGPINS GIIKNNPS KINGPIN, central bolt connecting axle to vehicle [n] 

KINGPOST GIKNOPST supporting structure of roof [n -S] 

KINGSHIP GHIIKNPS power or position of king [n -S] 

KINGSIDE DEGIIKNS part of chessboard [n -S] 

KINGWOOD DGIKNOOW hardwood tree [n -S] 

KINKAJOU AIJKKNOU arboreal mammal [n -S] 

KINSFOLK FIKKLNOS kinfolk (relatives (one who is connected with another by blood or marriage)) [n KINSFOLK] 

KINSHIPS HIIKNPSS KINSHIP, relationship (state of being related) [n] 

KIPPERER EEIKPPRR one that kippers (to cure fish by salting and smoking) [n -S] 

KIPSKINS IIKKNPSS KIPSKIN, animal hide that has not been tanned [n] 

KIRIGAMI AGIIIKMR Japanese art of folding paper [n -S] 

KIRSCHES CEHIKRSS KIRSCH, kind of brandy [n] 
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KISKADEE ADEEIKKS large flycatcher [n -S] 

KISTFULS FIKLSSTU KISTFUL, as much as kist can hold [n] 

KITCHENS CEHIKNST KITCHEN, room where food is cooked [n] 

KITHARAS AAHIKRST KITHARA, cithara (ancient stringed instrument) [n] 

KITLINGS GIIKLNST KITLING, young animal [n] 

KITSCHES CEHIKSST KITSCH, garish art or literature [n] 

KLATCHES ACEHKLST KLATCH, social gathering [n] 

KLAVERNS AEKLNRSV KLAVERN, local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n] 

KLEAGLES AEEGKLLS KLEAGLE, official in Ku Klux Klan [n] 

KLEZMERS EEKLMRSZ KLEZMER, Jewish folk musician [n] 

KLISTERS EIKLRSST KLISTER, wax for skis [n] 

KLONDIKE DEIKKLNO card game [n -S] 

KLYSTRON KLNORSTY type of electron tube [n -S] 

KNACKERY ACEKKNRY place of business of knacker [n -RIES] 

KNAIDELS ADEIKLNS KNAIDEL, type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup) [n] 

KNAPPERS AEKNPPRS KNAPPER, one that knaps (to strike sharply) [n] 

KNAPSACK AACKKNPS bag carried on back [n -S] 

KNAPWEED ADEEKNPW meadow plant [n -S] 

KNEADERS ADEEKNRS KNEADER, one that kneads (to work into uniform mixture with hands) [n] 

KNEEHOLE EEEHKLNO space for knees [n -S] 

KNEELERS EEEKLNRS KNEELER, one that kneels (to rest on knees) [n] 

KNEEPADS ADEEKNPS KNEEPAD, covering for knee [n] 

KNEEPANS AEEKNNPS KNEEPAN, kneecap [n] 

KNEESIES EEEIKNSS pressing of one's knees against another person's knees [n KNEESIES] 

KNEESOCK CEEKKNOS sock reaching up to knee [n -S] 

KNEIDELS DEEIKLNS KNEIDEL, knaidel (type of dumpling (ball of dough cooked with stew or soup)) [n] 

KNESSETS EEKNSSST KNESSET, Israeli parliament [n] 

KNICKERS CEIKKNRS loose-fitting pants gathered at knee [n KNICKERS] 

KNIFINGS FGIIKNNS KNIFING, act of stabbing with knife [n] 

KNITBONE BEIKNNOT comfrey (coarse herb) [n -S] 

KNITTERS EIKNRSTT KNITTER, one that knits (to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn) [n] 

KNITTING GIIKNNTT work done by knitter [n -S] 

KNITWEAR AEIKNRTW knitted clothing [n KNITWEAR] 

KNOCKERS CEKKNORS KNOCKER, one that knocks (to strike sharply) [n] 

KNOCKOFF CFFKKNOO copy that sells for less than original [n -S] 

KNOCKOUT CKKNOOTU blow that induces unconsciousness [n -S] 

KNOLLERS EKLLNORS KNOLLER, one that knolls (to knell (to sound bell)) [n] 

KNOTHEAD ADEHKNOT stupid person [n -S] 

KNOTHOLE EHKLNOOT hole in plank [n -S] 

KNOTTERS EKNORSTT KNOTTER, one that knots (to tie in knot (closed loop)) [n] 

KNOTTING GIKNNOTT fringe made of knotted threads [n -S] 

KNOTWEED DEEKNOTW common weed [n -S] 

KNOWINGS GIKNNOSW KNOWING, knowledge [n] 

KNUCKLER CEKKLNRU type of baseball pitch [n -S] 

KOHLRABI ABHIKLOR variety of cabbage [n -ES] 

KOKANEES AEEKKNOS KOKANEE, food fish [n] 
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KOLBASIS ABIKLOSS KOLBASI, kielbasa (smoked sausage) [n] 

KOLBASSA AABKLOSS kielbasa (smoked sausage) [n -S] 

KOLBASSI ABIKLOSS kielbasa (smoked sausage) [n -S] 

KOLHOZES EHKLOOSZ KOLHOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOLINSKI IIKKLNOS kolinsky (Asian mink) [n -ES] 

KOLINSKY IKKLNOSY Asian mink [n -KIES] 

KOLKHOSY HKKLOOSY KOLKHOS, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOLKHOZY HKKLOOYZ KOLKHOZ, collective farm in Russia [n] 

KOLKOZES EKKLOOSZ KOLKOZ, kolkhoz (collective farm in Russia) [n] 

KOMATIKS AIKKMOST KOMATIK, Inuit sledge [n] 

KOMONDOR DKMNOOOR large, shaggy-coated dog [n -OCK, -OK, -S] 

KOPIYKAS AIKKOPSY KOPIYKA, monetary unit of Ukraine [n] 

KOTOWERS EKOORSTW KOTOWER, one that kotows (to kowtow (to behave in servile manner)) [n] 

KOUMISES EIKMOSSU KOUMIS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KOUMYSES EKMOSSUY KOUMYS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KOUPREYS EKOPRSUY KOUPREY, short-haired ox [n] 

KOWTOWER EKOORTWW one that kowtows (to behave in servile manner) [n -S] 

KREMLINS EIKLMNRS KREMLIN, Russian citadel [n] 

KREPLACH ACEHKLPR dumplings filled with ground meat or cheese [n KREPLACH] 

KREPLECH CEEHKLPR kreplach (dumplings filled with ground meat or cheese) [n KREPLECH] 

KREUTZER EEKRRTUZ former monetary unit of Austria [n -S] 

KREUZERS EEKRRSUZ KREUZER, kreutzer (former monetary unit of Austria) [n] 

KRIMMERS EIKMMRRS KRIMMER, kind of fur [n] 

KRULLERS EKLLRRSU KRULLER, cruller (small sweet cake) [n] 

KRUMHORN HKMNORRU crumhorn (double-reed woodwind instrument) [n -S] 

KRUMKAKE AEKKKMRU large thin cookie [n -S] 

KRYOLITE EIKLORTY cryolite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

KRYOLITH HIKLORTY cryolite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

KRYPTONS KNOPRSTY KRYPTON, gaseous element [n] 

KUMISSES EIKMSSSU KUMISS, koumiss (beverage made from camel's milk) [n] 

KUMQUATS AKMQSTUU KUMQUAT, citrus fruit [n] 

KUNZITES EIKNSTUZ KUNZITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

KURTOSES EKORSSTU KURTOSIS, relative degree of curvature in statistical curve [n] 

KURTOSIS IKORSSTU relative degree of curvature in statistical curve [n -SES, -ES] 

KURUSHES EHKRSSUU KURUSH, monetary unit of Turkey [n] 

KUVASZOK AKKOSUVZ KUVASZ, large dog having white coat [n] 

KVETCHER CEEHKRTV one that kvetches (to complain (to express discontent)) [n -S] 

KYANITES AEIKNSTY KYANITE, cyanite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n] 

KYMOGRAM AGKMMORY record of fluid pressure [n -S] 

KYPHOSES EHKOPSSY KYPHOSIS, abnormal curvature of spine [n] 

KYPHOSIS HIKOPSSY abnormal curvature of spine [n -SES] 


